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IOP PUBLISHING JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A: MATHEMATICAL AND THEORETICAL

J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 41 (2008)

PUBLISHER’S ANNOUNCEMENT

Journal of Physics A Best Paper Prize

We are delighted to announce the launch of the Journal of Physics A Best Paper Prize. There
will be three prizes worth £250 each awarded annually for well written papers that make an
outstanding contribution to the field. All articles published during the two years prior to the
award, including Fast Track Communications, regular papers, topical reviews and special issue
papers, can be considered for a prize. The papers will be judged in May each year using the
criteria of novelty, achievement, impact and presentation.

We would now like to welcome nominations for prizes to be awarded in 2009. Eligible
articles must have been published in volume 40 (2007) or 41 (2008). Papers can be nominated
by our Editorial Board members (who are exempt from the competition) or by readers of
the journal. Please send an email to the journal editorial office (jphysa@iop.org) giving
the publication details of the paper and stating (in no more than 1000 words) how it meets
the criteria listed above. Authors cannot nominate their own papers. The closing date for
nominations is 31 January 2009.

The first set of awards will be announced following the 2009 Editorial Board meeting and
winners will receive their prizes shortly thereafter. The winners’ articles will be featured on
the journal homepage and showcased in IOPSelect (http://www.iop.org/Select/).

For further information please contact the editorial office (jphysa@iop.org).
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